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This show is finally starting to figure a little something out
and that can make things a lot more tolerable week to week.
What matters around here is building some people up so that
they have some clue as to what they’re doing when they go to
the regular NXT show. I’m not sure how long that might take,
but at least they’re trying. Lets get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Odyssey Jones vs. Damon Kemp

Kemp flips over him to start and gets hit in the face for his
efforts. Jones starts cranking on the wrist before dropping a
knee on the arm. Back up and Kemp snaps the arm over the top,
setting up a loose crossface chickenwing. Jones can’t quite
power out and drops down, allowing Kemp to put on something
like a seated abdominal stretch. That’s broken up as well and
Jones hits the corner splash, setting up a Boss Man Slam for
the pin at 5:10.

Rating: C-. What the heck happened to Kemp? Maybe it was just
me but I was getting into his heel stuff against Diamond Mine
and now he’s jobbing on LVL Up. It’s quite the sudden fall and
it isn’t like Kemp had some horrible moment. Jones is someone
who has grown on me a bit since his return and maybe he can be
as good as he has been hyped up as being.
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Valentina Feroz gives us a subtitled promo about wanting to
prove herself to her fans in Brazil. In English, she’s ready
for Sol Ruca.

Valentina Feroz vs. Sol Ruca

Feroz works on a headlock to start but Ruca grabs the arm and
fires off some shoulders. A tilt-a-whirl slam gives Ruca two
and she grabs a headlock of her own. Feroz can’t fight out so
it’s a cravate to hold her in place. Back up and a wheelbarrow
faceplant gives Ruca two but Feroz charges into an elbow in
the  corner.  Ruca  goes  up  to  the  middle  rope…and  does  an
inverted backflip, grabbing Feroz with a cutter on the way
down for the pin at 4:35.

Rating: C. This is a match where the only thing that is going
to matter is that finisher. It’s the kind of move that you
don’t see very often but it makes you take notice when you do.
Ruca needed something to make her really stand out and a sweet
looking finisher like that could be just the ticket. It isn’t
enough to carry her, but it’s a big upgrade.

Trick Williams vs. Ikemen Jiro

Williams likes the jacket and shoves him down a few times to
start, only to have Jiro nip up each time. The frustrated
Williams jumps over Jiro in the corner and pulls him down by
the jacket in some smart thinking. A running neckbreaker gives
Williams two and we hit the chinlock. Jiro fights up and
knocks Williams down, setting up a middle rope moonsault for
two. The Ikemen Slash is broken up though and it’s the Trick
Kick to give Williams the pin at 4:48.

Rating: C. I know Carmelo Hayes gets all of the attention but
Williams is quite good at what he does every time he is out
there. Williams is perfect as the enforcer/hype man, but he
can do things on his own too. That is going to give him much
more of a future around NXT and based on what we have seen
from him, that is good news.



Overall Rating: C. This was back to the run of the mill shows
and that isn’t a good thing. You had the big flipping cutter
from Ruca but other than that, there was nothing here that
stood out in the slightest. The action was just ok, though
Williams did well in the chance he was given. Total middle of
the road show here and that’s not exactly a compliment.

Results
Odyssey Jones b. Damon Kemp – Boss Man Slam
Sol Ruca b. Valentina Feroz – Middle rope inverted moonsault
into a cutter
Trick Williams b. Ikemen Jiro – Trick Kick

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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